is also a s t q.
It is easily verified that a topological quasigroup, Q, is a semitopological quasigroup; indeed each conjugate of Q is a topological quasigroup and hence also a semitopological quasigroup. Moreover a topological group is a topological quasigroup and conversely any topological quasigroup which is algebraically a group is a topological group. (For proof, one need only consider the appropriate translations in a conjugate quasigroup, e.g., λ α λ« = 1 Q while ghr 1 = g/h in a group G.) We now extend the definitions of topism, etc., in [6] for all x 9 yeA. We will say that (7; tf, /9) is a topological isotopy if in addition 7, «, and /3 are homeomorphisms.
2. Let (A, •; jzf) be a s.t.gd. and μ, v continuous maps of A into itself. The continuously induced groupoid {A, © ssf) = (A, μ, v; Jzf) of A is the groupoid in which χo y -χ^y v for each x,yeA.
It μ and v are in addition bijections [homeomorphisms] we will say that (A, o is a continuously [topologically] induced (principal) isotope of (A,
It is easy to see that a continuously induced groupoid of a [semi] topological groupoid is itself a [semi] topological groupoid. Since it is well known that any isotope of a quasigroup is a quasigroup one might readily expect that a similar result is true for continuous isotopes of semitopological quasigroups. The following example shows that this need not be the case even when one starts out with a topological group. EXAMPLE 1.3. Let Q = (Q, +; J7~) where Q is the set of rational numbers and J7~ the topology inherited from the usual (open interval) topology of the real line. Let β -1, the identity map, and define a as follows:
(a) a is the identity on Q Π (VΊ, °o) (b) a maps Q Π (-°°, -τ/ΊΓ) continuously and strictly order preserving onto Q Π (-•<*>, 0) (c) (
by mapping (i) Qn(l/2/(w + l),l/2/ίi) continuously and strictly order preserving onto Q Π (τ/T/2w, τ/T/(2w -1))
(ii) ζ) Π (~τ/"2"/w, -l/~2/(n + ΐ)) continuously and strictly order preserving onto Q n VΎ/(2n + 1), VΎβri).
(We observe that such continuous strictly order preserving maps do exist.)
Thus a maps alternatively the disjoint covering of [Q Π (-V% T/Y)]\{0^by {L n = QΠ (-]/% -VΎ/(n + 1)), R m = Q Π (1/ 2 /(m + 1), T/ 2 /ra)}«,«=i onto Q Π (0, V 2 ). One readily checks that oί is a continuous bijection. Now the continuously induced groupoid (Q, o j?~) = (Q, + α:, /3;~) , which is an algebraic quasigroup, is not a semitopological quasigroup since the right translation <o 0 o is not an open map in (Q, o J7~). We comment in conclusion that many of the results of [6] , §2 have topological analogues. 2* Translation topology; embeddings of semitopological quasigroups* The algebraic problem of when a binary system of one type can be embedded in a binary system of another type has in many cases been solved. Difficulties arise, however, when the algebraic systems have in addition a topological structure. Then there is the added problem of finding an embedding which is also a topological homeomorphism. Indeed, it is also often desirable to have the image open in the second space. Solutions are then dependent on the relationship between the topologies of the two structures. This problem, it will be seen, includes the more limited one of comparing with the given topology of the image space a topology induced by the given injection from the topology of the domain space. 
t. (i; A, j^; S, G).
One readily checks that ^~A is a topology on S; it is not necessarily Hausdorff even when A is Hausdorff. If A £ S and i is the inclusion map, we see that ^" A -{B g S\Bg Π Ae s^f for each g e G}.
EXAMPLES 2.2. 1. Let {A, sf) be a discrete space. Then for any s.i.t. is also discrete.
Let (i; A, stf) S, {e}) be a s.i.t. Then jr; = {B S S \ Bi~ι e Thus ^A contains the set of all subsets of S\(A)i as well as {(U)ί\ Ue
Whence (S, S~A) is Hausdorff precisely when (A, jy) is Hausdorff.
Let (i; R, &; C, G) be a s.i.t. where (R, &)
is the real line with the usual topology, C the set of complex numbers, i the natural inclusion map of R into C and G the group of all bijections on C One checks that άΓ R = {jBg C\C\B is finite or B = 0}. Clearly ^~R is not a Hausdorff topology for C.
One Whence by the continuity of i, {Bt)i~ι G jy for each t e G and thus 5 e jr;, ^~ <^^~A and the proof of 1 is complete.
Let us now suppose that i is a ^open map. Let Se,/], 2? ^ 0. Let be B. We will find a ^^open neighborhood of δ contained in B. Suppose G = ^J(Q); the proofs for the other cases are analogous. Let a G (A)i. There is a unique g G Q such that 6g = a. 
i t. (i; fl, ^T; Q, ^T(Q)).
3
. There is a topology J^Γ for Q under which (Q, j^7~) is a s.t.L with (H, £%f) as a subspace.
4 Proof. We need only show that E<\Q.
. There is a topology ^ for Q under which (Q, J7~) is a s.t.L with (H, J%f
Connectivity is preserved under continuous maps so that for each te^£{Q), Et is connected. Thus either Et Π E = 0 or Et £ E. In the latter case E gΞ #r ι and since r 1 e ^f{Q) it also follows that Et~ι £ #. Whence # = J?ί = M"
1 . Now for any g, he E we have ge EΠ -E^ and he E f] EX h . Thus £7 = 1?^ = E^o-1 = ί/λ^ = EXJ 1 and it follows that E is closed. In particular for any j e *J^(Q), e = (e)j, E Π E Π E ά Φ 0 so that 2?i = E and hence E ^ Q. The result now follows from Theorem (3.2). 
. Let H<\ t Q where (H, ^f) is a s.t.l. then R π = L H is a subbase for a topology & H = J*f H under which (Q, •) is a s.t.i. Moreover if i is the natural inclusion map of H into Q and G = ^t(Q)[^/t P (Q), ^C(Q)] then ^H = ,^H = ^f H , where ^H is generated from the s.i.t. (i; H, £έf\ Q, G), and i embeds (H, C 9ίf) as an open subspace of (Q,

Proof. Let ΰe^T and te^f p {Q). Set m = (e)t. Then toX^ŝ so that (B)toχ-
1 e £ί? since H^t Q. Thus Bt = {{B)t o λ-: )λ m e Zâ nd i?^ S L^. Similarly L H £ i?^ and equality now follows. Clearly U R H = Q so that iϋ^ is a subbase for a topology on Q.
We will show that (Q, ^^) is Hausdorff. Let q t φ q 2 e Q. Since H<\Q (cf. [2] 
i is an opening embedding iff
We conclude with an example which illustrates both the existence of a normal subloop of a s.t.ί. which is not topologically invariant. The example will show that necessity of the topological invariance in the hypothesis of several results viz. Theorem (3.2) , and Theorem (3.5). C and z denotes the conjugate x -yi -x + yi = z (x, y e R, the reals). It is easy to check that this is an action and that (z λ + z 2 )™ -zψ + zψ. We will consider R, the set of real numbers, with two different topologies: ^p, the usual topology of the real line, and £f the Sorgenfrey topology (generated by half open intervals). We can now define the following two topologies on C where we make the usual identification x + yi-+(x, y). The usual topology generated from & x & will be denoted by ^ while we will denote by &' the cartesian product topology generated from & x SZ It is readily checked that (C, +;^) and (C, +;&') are both semitopological groups.
Let P = C x Z 2 . We construct a group on P by defining a binary operation as follows:
A straightforward check shows that (P, + ) is a group which contains the subgroup C x {0}. One readily checks, for example, that (z, m) + (-Z-, m) = (0, 0) for any (2, m) eP and that (0, 0) is the identity of P. We identify now C and C x {0} since they are isomorphic under the obvious natural map. It is easily seen that [P: C] = 2 and thus C^P.
Furthermore (z, 0) + (0, 1) = (z, 1) Φ (z, 1) = (0, 1) + (z, 0) so that P is not abelian. However (z, 0) = (0,1) + (z, 0) + 0, 1) = (z, 0)ΐ (0 ,i). Thus, the inner automorphism determined by (0, 1) when restricted to C is just conjugation on C. Now if we consider the semitopological loop (C, + ;&") as a subloop of (P, +) we see that (C, + W) is a normal but not a topologically invariant subloop, since conjugation in (C, ^') is not a continuous map.
Let (i; C, if"; P, ^#) be a s.i.t. We shall show that the topology inherited by (G)i from J7~o is exactly <g*. It will then follow that i is not open or even an embedding so that the converses of (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) are false when we take (P, +; J7~c), i.e., J7~ = J7~c, in the hypothesis. Now let ϋΓg P. Since P= Cϋ[C + (0, 1)] we can decompose K into two subsets K -K x U [^2 + (0, 1)] where K t S C Since (P, +) is a group ^€(P) = {X qi ρ Q2 \q i e P) and ίΓe ^ iff [(w, m under which (P, +) is a s.t.g.: the inner automorphism i (0>1) is not continuous.
